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1. INTRODUCTION
Many papers have been devoted to the Cauchy problem for degenerate
Žquasilinear parabolic equations with measures as initial conditions see
w x w x.1 ] 8 . The same question for a conservation law of the form
› u ›f uŽ .
q s 0
› t › x
w xis studied by T. P. Liu and M. Pierre 9 , where f : R ‹ R is locally
Ž .Lipshitz continuous with f 0 s 0. Recently, such a result for a scalar
conservation law with absorption
› u › um
pq s yu m ) 1, p ) 1,ž /› t › x m
w xis obtained by F. R. Guarguaglini 10 .
Our interest here is to investigate the Cauchy problem for a singular
conservation law of the form
› u › um
q s 0 1Ž .ž /› t › x m
Ž .in Q s R = 0, q‘ with initial condition
u x , 0 s m x ; x g R, 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where 0 - m - 1, and m s m x is a nonnegative finite Borel measure in
Ž .R ’ y‘, q‘ .
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Ž .It is well known that Eq. 1 has no classical solution in general. We
consider its generalized solutions.
DEFINITION 1. A nonnegative function u: Q ‹ R is said to be a
Ž . Ž .solution of the Cauchy problem 1 ] 2 , if u satisfies the following condi-
w x w xtions H1 ] H3 :
w xH1 For all t and T with 0 - t - T - q‘, we have
u g L‘ 0, T ; L1 R l C 0, T ; L1 R l L‘ R = t , T .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .
w x ‘Ž .H2 For any f g C Q with f G 0, we have0
m m›f u k ›f
< <u y k q y dx dt G 0 ;k g R.HH ž /› t m m › xQ
w x ‘Ž .H3 For any c g C R , we have0
ess lim u x , t c x dx s cm.Ž . Ž .H Hqt“0 R R
Ž .In the case that m x is a nonnegative bounded function, the existence
and uniqueness of solutions to the Cauchy problem
› u › um¡
y s 0, in Q,~ ž /› t › x m¢u ?, 0 s m ? , on R,Ž . Ž .
w xare proved by R. Kersner, R. Natalini, and A. Tesei 11 , where 0 - m - 1.
In the N-dimensional case, for conservation laws with continuous flux
w xfunctions, Ph. Benilan and S. Kruzhkov 12 proved that the entropy
solution is not unique, in general.
Our main result is the following theorems.
THEOREM 1. Let m be a nonnegati¤e finite Borel measure on R. Then the
Ž . Ž .Cauchy problem 1 ] 2 has a unique solution in Q.
w xThe proof is based on some ideas in 9 .
We can check easily that the function
Ž .1r 1ymtrx , if S t F x - q‘,Ž . Ž .
E x , t sŽ .r ½ 0, if x - S t ,Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .is a solution of Eq. 1 with initial condition E x, 0 s rd x , where r is ar
Ž .positive real number, d x is the Dirac measure at the origin, and
Ž .1ym rm1 y m
1r mS t s t .Ž . ž /mr
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Ž . Ž .Clearly, the solution of the Cauchy problem 1 ] 2 does not have
Ž .Ž .compact support, i.e., supp u ?, t t ) 0 is not a bounded subset in R,
w xwhich is different from the case considered in 9 .
Here and throughout this paper, we denote M s H m ) 0, and C standsR
for a positive constant depending only on m and M, hence not depending
on « , l, y, l, t, and T.
As an application of Theorem 1, we can obtain the following asymptotic
behavior as t “ 0q and t “ q‘.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. Let u be a solution of the Cauchy problem 1 ] 2 . Then
there exists a positi¤e constant g depending only on m and M such that1
g1
u x , t F for a.e. x , t g Q.Ž . Ž .1r mt
Ž . mŽ .In particular, the generalized derivatives › u ?, t r› t and › u ?, t r› x are
Ž .finite Borel measures in R for a.e. t g 0, q‘ and have the following
property:
m› u ?, t › u ?, t gŽ . Ž . 2q F ,H ž /› t › x tR
where g is a positive constant depending only on m and M.2
Remark 1. The estimates in Theorem 2 are optimal, as it can be
Ž .verified for the explicit solution E x, t .r
But we also have a mass conservation law.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3. Let u be a solution of the Cauchy problem 1 ] 2 . Then we
ha¤e
u x , t dx s M ; t g 0, q‘ .Ž . Ž .H
R
In particular, we find a very interesting property as follows.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4. Let u be a solution of the Cauchy problem 1 ] 2 . If
M ) 0, then u has the following properties:
Ž .i For all x g R, we ha¤e
u y , t dy F m.Ž .H H
Ž x Ž xy‘ , x y‘ , x
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .ii For a.e. x, t g r t , q‘ = 0, q‘ , we ha¤e
w 1r m xu x , t G g exp yxt ,Ž . 3
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Ž . Ž 1r m.where r t s g 1 q t , and g and g are positi¤e constants depending4 3 4
only on m and M.
Ž .Remark 2. If the initial function m x is a nonnegative finite Borel
measure with compact support in R, then, by Theorem 4, we conclude that
the velocity of the propagation of perturbations on the negative x axis is
Ž . Ž .finite, i.e., supp u ?, t l y‘, 0 is a bounded subset in R for a.e. t g
Ž .0, q‘ . But, on the positive x axis, the velocity of the propagation of
Ž . Ž .perturbations cannot be finite, i.e., supp u ?, t l 0, q‘ cannot be a
Ž .bounded subset in R for a.e. t g 0, q‘ . In particular, our estimate on
Ž .r t in Theorem 4 is also optimal, as can be verified for the explicit
Ž .solution E x, t .r
For scalar conservation laws, the propagation properties are also studied
w xby J. I. Diaz and S. Kruzhkov; see 14 .
The proof of Theorem 1 is completed in Section 3. In Section 4, we
prove Theorems 2 and 3. The property of the propagation of perturbations
in Theorem 4 is discussed in Section 5. To prove Theorem 1, we need some
lemmas in Section 2.
2. CONSTRUCTION OF SOLUTIONS
In this section we consider the construction of solutions. First, we define
a function of the form
2Ž .'yl xyy q1J ’ J x ; y s e , x g R, y g R, l g 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž .l l
which will be used in the sequel. Clearly, the above function has the
following properties:
2› J x ; y › J x ; yŽ . Ž .l lq F 4l J x ; y ; x g R, ; y g R, 3Ž . Ž .l2› x › x
2
yl < xyy <J x ; y dx F e dx s , ; y g R. 4Ž . Ž .H Hl lR R
Now let us discuss the regularized equations
› u › 2 um › um
y e q s 0 5Ž .2 ž / ž /› t m › x m› x
in Q with initial conditions
u x , 0 s m x q e ; x g R, 6Ž . Ž . Ž .e
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ‘Ž . ‘Ž .where e g 0, 1r2 and m x s Z )m x g C R , and Z g C R is ae e e
function such that
Z x G 0, ; x g R; supp Z ; ye , e ; Z x dx s 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .He e e
R
Clearly, we have
m x dx F M , lim m f dx s fm ;f g C‘ R . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .H H He e 0qe“0R R R
Ž . Ž .It is well known that the problem 5 ] 6 has a unique nonnegative
bounded smooth solution u in Q. By the comparison principle, we firste
have
u x , t G e 8Ž . Ž .e
Ž .for all x, t g Q. In addition, we can obtain the following estimates.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. Let u be a solution of the Cauchy problem 5 ] 6 . Thene
› u › 2 um › um ue e e es e y F in Q. 9Ž .2 ž / ž /› t m › x m 1 y m t› x Ž .
Proof. Denote
u x , t s ru x , r my 1 t , ; x , t g Q, 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e , r e
Ž .where r g 1r2, 1 . Clearly, u satisfies the equatione , r
› u › 2 um › ume , r e , r e , ry e q s 0 11Ž .2 ž / ž /› t m › x m› x
in Q and initial conditions
u x , 0 s r u x q e ; x g R. 12Ž . Ž . Ž .e , r 0e
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Applying the comparison principle and using 5 ] 6 and 11 ] 12 , we get
u x , t F u x , t ; x , t g Q ; r g 1r2, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e , r e
my 1 Ž . Ž .Choosing s s r , and using 0 - m - 1, r g 1r2, 1 , and 10 , we have
1ym 1ym 1ymu x , s t y u x , t s y 1 u x , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .e e eF
s t y t s t y t
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Ž . Ž 1ym. q Ž .for all x, t g Q and all s g 1, 2 . Letting s “ 1 and using 8 , weT
get
› u ue eF 13Ž .
› t 1 y m tŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all x, t g Q . Using Eqs. 5 and 13 , we complete the proof.T
LEMMA 2. Let X, a, b, k be nonnegati¤e real numbers satisfying the
k Ž .  Ž .1rŽ1yk .4inequality X F aX q b. If k g 0, 1 then X F max 1, a q b .
The proof is omitted.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3. Let u be a solution of the problem 5 ] 6 . Thene
J u x , t dx F u 14Ž . Ž .H l e
R
Ž . Ž .for l g 0, 1 , t g 0, T , and y g R, where
Ž .1r 1ymm y1w xu s u e , l, T s max 1, C M q Tl q el . 15Ž . Ž .½ 5
Ž .Proof. We multiply 5 by J and integrate over in Q to obtainl t
2 m m› u › u › ue e e
J y e q dx dt s 0HH l 2 ž / ž /› t m › x m› xQt
Ž . Ž .for all t g 0, T with T g 0, q‘ . This implies that
2 m› J › J ul l e
J u x , t dx y J u x , 0 dx s e q dx dt .Ž . Ž .H H HHl e l e 2 ž /› x m› xR R Qt
Ž .Using 3 , we compute
J u x , t dx F J u x , 0 dx q Cl J umdx dt . 16Ž . Ž . Ž .H H HHl e l e l e
R R Qt
Ž . Ž . Ž .Using 4 , 6 , 16 , and the Holder inequality, we getÈ
m
y1 msup J u x , t dx F M q 2el q CTl sup J u x , t dxŽ . Ž .H Hl e l ež /
R R0-t-T 0-t-T
Ž . Ž .for all l g 0, 1 and all T g 0, q‘ . Applying Lemma 2, by the above
Ž .inequality, we obtain 14 . Thus the proof is completed.
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Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4. Let u be a solution of the problem 5 ] 6 . Thene
› u x , t uŽ .e m mJ dx F C l u q ; t g 0, T ; y g R. 17Ž . Ž .H l ž /› t tR
Proof. Using Lemma 1 we get
k› t u x , tŽ .e F 0 18Ž .
› t
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all x, t g Q , where k s y1r 1 y m . From 5 , it follows thatT
k 2 m m› t u x , t › u › uŽ .e e ek k ky1y s ye t q t y kt u . 19Ž .e2 ž / ž /› t m › x m› x
Ž .Multiplying 19 by J , integrating over R, and integrating by parts, wel
obtain
k› t u x , tŽ .ey J dxH l › tR
› 2 J um x , tŽ .l eks ye t dxH 2 m› xR
› J um x , tŽ .l ek ky1y t dx y kt J u x , t dx. 20Ž . Ž .H H l e› x mR R
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for all t g 0, T . From 3 , 18 , and 20 , it follows that
mk 1ym› t u x , tŽ .e kJ dx F Clt J u x , t dx ? J dxŽ .H H Hl l e lž / ž /› tR R R
q Ct ky1 J u x , t dx 21Ž . Ž .H l e
R
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all t g 0, T . Using 4 and 21 , we obtain
mk› t u x , tŽ .e m kJ dx F Cl t J u x , t dxŽ .H Hl l ež /› tR R
q Ct ky1 J u x , t dx 22Ž . Ž .H l e
R
Ž . Ž .for all t g 0, T . Applying Lemma 3, by 22 , we get
k› t u x , tŽ .e m m k ky1J dx F Cl u t q Cu t 23Ž .H l › tR
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Ž .for all t g 0, T . On the other hand, we have
k› u x , t › t u x , tŽ . Ž .e eyk y1J dx F t J dx q Ct J u x , t dxŽ .H H Hl l l e› t › tR R R
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for all t g 0, T . Applying Lemma 3, by 23 and 24 , we obtain 17 . Thus
the proof is completed.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5. Let u be a solution of the problem 5 ] 6 . Thene
m› u x , t uŽ .e m mJ dx F C l u q ; t g 0, T , ; y g R. 24Ž . Ž .H l ž /› x tR
Ž .Proof. For h g 0, 1 , define
s
v s s ;s g R. 25Ž . Ž .h 2's q h
Ž . Ž mŽ . .We multiply 5 by J v › u x, t r› x and integrate over R to obtainl h e
m 2 m m› u › u x , t › u › uŽ .e e e e
J v y e q dx s 0 26Ž .H l h 2ž / ž / ž /› x › t m › x m› xR
Ž . Ž .for all t g 0, T . Applying Lemma 4, by 26 we have
m› u › u x , t › u x , t uŽ . Ž .e e e m mJ v dx G y J dx G yC l u qH Hl h l ž /ž /› x › t › t tR R
27Ž .
Ž . Ž .for all t g 0, T . From 3 , it follows that
m 2 m m› u x , t › u e › u x , tŽ . Ž .e e eye J v dx G y J dx 28Ž .H Hl h l2 ž /ž /› x m m › x› xR R
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .for all t g 0, T . Combining 27 and 28 with 26 , we get
› um x , t › umŽ .e e
J v dxH l h ž /ž /› x › x mR
me › u x , t uŽ .e m mF J dx q C l u qH l ž /m › x tR
Ž . q Ž .for all t g 0, T . Letting h “ 0 and using e g 0, 1r2 , we get
m1 › u x , t uŽ .e m mJ dx F C l u qH l ž /2m › x tR
Ž .for all t g 0, T . Thus the proof is completed.
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Ž . Ž .LEMMA 6. Let u be a solution of the problem 5 ] 6 . Thene
1rmu
m m mu x , t F C u q l u q ; x , t g Q .Ž . Ž .e Tž /t
Ž .Proof. For x , t g Q , we compute0 0 T
m1 › u x , tŽ .x q1 e 00 'm m 2 lu x , t y u x , t dx F e J x ; x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H He 0 0 e 0 l 02 › xx y1 R0
29Ž .
On the other hand, using the Holder inequality and the definition of J ,È l
we have
m1 x q10 mu y , t dy F C J x ; x u x , t dx . 30Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H He 0 l 0 e 02 x y1 R0
Ž . Ž .Applying Lemmas 3 and 5 and using 29 and 30 , we conclude that
u
m m m mu x , t F C u q l u qŽ .e 0 0 ž /t0
Ž .for all x , t g Q . Thus the proof is completed.0 0 T
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS
First, let us use the estimates in Section 2 to prove the existence in
Theorem 1.
For any compact subset K ; Q , by Lemmas 3]6, there exists positiveT
constant L depending only on m, M, T , and K such that1
m› u x , t › u x , tŽ . Ž .e e
‘5 5u q q dx dt F L . 31Ž .L ŽK . HHe 1ž /› t › xK
Ž .  4  4From the above estimate 31 , there exists a subsequence u of u suche ej
that
u “ u a.e. in Q 32Ž .e Tj
as e “ 0.j
w x Ž . Ž .Using some ideas in 9 and 31 ] 32 , we can prove the existence of
Theorem 1. The details are omitted.
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w xThe uniqueness of Theorem 1 is similar to that given in 9 . The details
are also omitted.
4. DECAY ESTIMATES AND CONSERVATION LAW
In this section we shall prove Theorems 2 and 3.
Ž .Proof of Theorem 2. Denote a number of functions u x, t sk
Ž m . Ž . Ž .ku kx, k t for all x, t g Q and all k g 0, q‘ , where u is a solution
Ž . Ž .of the Cauchy problem 1 ] 2 . Then, as in a proof of the existence in Sec-
Ž . mŽ .tion 3, we conclude that › u ?, t r› t and › u ?, t r› x are finite Borelk k
Ž .measures in R for a.e. t g 0, q‘ , and have
m› u › u 1k k
‘u ?, t q q ?, t F C 1 q 33Ž . Ž . Ž .HŽ .L Rk ž /ž /› t › x tR
Ž .for a.e. t g 0, q‘ , where C is a positive constant depending only on m
and M. Here we use the following fact:
u x , 0 s m ;k g 0, q‘ .Ž . Ž .H Hk
R R
Ž . Ž .By the definition of u x, t , letting t “ 1 in 33 , we havek
m› u › u
m m m
‘k u ?, k q k q ?, k F CŽ . Ž .Ž . HL R ž /› t › xR
Ž . 1r mfor a.e. k g 0, q‘ . Setting k “ t , we obtain the conclusion in Theo-
rem 2. Thus the proof of Theorem 2 is completed.
w xProof of Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 3 follows from H1 in
Definition 1. The details are omitted.
5. PROPAGATION OF PERTURBATIONS
Ž .In this section we shall prove Theorem 3. The conclusion i in Theorem
w x4 follows from some ideas in 9 . The details are omitted. Thus we prove
Ž .only ii in Theorem 4.
From Theorem 2 and Definition 1, we get
Ctl
u x , t dx G m y m q 34Ž . Ž .H H H mlŽ .yl R R_ ylr2, lr2
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Ž . Ž .for a.e. t g 0, q‘ and all l g 1, q‘ . Choose l large enough such that1
1 M
m G m ’ 35Ž .H H4 4Ž .R_ ylr4, lr4 R
and set
1rmy1l ’ l t s l q 4CtM 36Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all t g 0, q‘ . From 34 ] 36 , we have
Ml0 u x , t dx G 37Ž . Ž .H 2yl0
Ž . Ž .On the other hand, letting e s e “ 0 in 9 , by Theorem 2 and 32 , wej
get
› um Cum
G y 1r m› x t
in the sense of distributions. This implies that
› F x , tŽ .
G 0 38Ž .
› x
in the sense of distributions, where
F x , t s um x , t eC x ty1 r m for x , t g Q. 39Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
‘Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .For Z g C R , which is defined by 6 , from 38 and 39 , we computee 0
› 1 › FŽ .1rm 1ym rmZ ) F x , t s Z ) F x , t Z ) x , t G0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e e ež /› x m › x
Ž .for all e g 0, 1r2 , which implies that
1rm 1rmZ ) F x , t G Z ) F y , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .e e
for all x, y with y‘ - y - x q ‘. Using the above inequality, we have
1 1Xqh l1rm 1rm0Z ) F x , t dx G Z ) F y , t dy 40Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H He e2h 2 lXyh yl0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all h g 0, 1 , X g l q 1, q‘ ; here l is defined by 36 . Letting0 0
Ž .e “ 0 in 40 , we get
1 1Xqh l01r m 1r mF x , t dx G F y , t dy 41Ž . Ž . Ž .H H2h 2 lXyh yl0 0
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for all h g 0, 1 , and all X g l q 1, q‘ . By 36 and 37 , from 41 , we0
obtain
1 1Xqh Xqhy1 r m y1r myC Ž Xqh. t C x tu x , t dx G e ? u x , t e dxŽ . Ž .H H2h 2hXyh Xyh
1 ly1 r m y1r m0yC Ž Xqh. t C x tG e ? u x , t e dxŽ .H2 l yl0 0
M y1 r myC Ž Xqhql . t0G e
4 l0
Ž . Ž . Ž .for a.e. t g 0, q‘ , all h g 0, 1 , and all X g l q 1, q‘ . Letting0
h “ 0, we get
M y1 r myC Ž Xql . t0u X , t G eŽ .
4 l0
Ž . Ž . Ž .for a.e. X, t g l q 1, q‘ = 0, q‘ . Thus the proof of Theorem 4 is0
completed.
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